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Abstract

*Ficus nodosa Teijism & Binned* is a type of tropical wood that grows and develops around Lake Sentani. The bark of the tree is used as a work of art for the manufacture of handbags by the Sentani indigenous people. This plant reproduces using seeds and is very easy to reproduce. However, considering the high utilization by stripping the bark, it is important to conserve this tree vegetation so that it does not become extinct.
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Introduction

Many of us don't know much about the types of wood in Papua which have high economic value so they can be used for daily purposes but as part of the natural wealth products that we can enjoy and pass on to our children and grandchildren in the future in the form of a cultural heritage that can be inherited. peerless. This knowledge inheritance is often known as "local wisdom" or local wisdom. Many of our forests in Papua have potential that can be exploited such as Kayu Kombouw or Ficus nodosa Teijism & Binned. Kombouw wood is a local name by the Sentani community.

Kombouw wood is a type of tree vegetation that is widely used for its bark for making handbags and as arts and cultural crafts with high artistic and cultural value. Currently the bag product has been commercialized as one of the best-selling souvenirs in the market. The high utilization of the wood with a lot of taking the bark, so it is feared that it could threaten the sustainability of the wood in the future. For this reason, it is important to carry out species conservation efforts in order to preserve the Kombouw wood species. The importance of studying the chemical and biological aspects of vegetation is important for the preservation of plant species (Perevozchikov. 2017)
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Kombouw wood is a type of tree vegetation that is widely used for its bark for making handbags and as arts and cultural crafts with high artistic and cultural value. Currently the bag product has been commercialized as one of the best-selling souvenirs in the market. The high utilization of the wood with a lot of taking the bark, so it is feared that it could threaten the sustainability of the wood in the future. For this reason, it is important to carry out species conservation efforts in order to preserve the Kombouw wood species. The importance of studying the chemical and biological aspects of vegetation is important for the preservation of plant species (Perevozchikov. 2017). Kombouw wood is very important from a socio-cultural
aspect for the Sentani community. Efforts to conserve tree vegetation are important at this time.

Ecology of Kombouw Wood
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Kombow wood grows and spreads naturally in lowland forests with an altitude of 3-500 meters above sea level. Lives in rocky, clay, and sandy areas in Papua. In the forest area of the Gunung Meja Natural Tourism Park, Manokwari, West Papua, namely: in primary and secondary forests with an altitude of 50-160 m above sea level and grows on various types of soil but is very rarely found on calcareous or rocky soils (Lekitoo et al, 2008). Kombouw wood also grows well and evenly along the coast of Lake Sentani to the buffer zone of the Cyclopes Mountains Nature Reserve. Kombouw's growing area ranges from lowlands, highlands to hilly areas. Rocky and loamy soil types are the growing zones for this type of Kombouw.

Community Utilization

Sentani people use kombouw wood, which is the bark, to make bags and household furniture. The bark is taken from the fiber and carved and usually exhibited or sold during the Lake Sentani Festival (FDS) and is gaining popularity. Now, these wood products have also been
sold in souvenir shops (Art Shops) in the City and District of Jayapura. In the future, kombouw wood can be used more widely so that it is possible to penetrate foreign markets. Tree vegetation can provide benefits for reducing emissions by 37% for Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and 6% for Ammonia (NH3) (Jones et al, 2018). Pinto et al (2018) explained in their research that communities can improve their welfare by managing forests through the development of environmental services.

**Land conversion and shifting cultivation endanger Kombouw .'s existence**

The increasing use of land for residential activities and the construction of road and building infrastructure has resulted in many conversions to forests and land. In addition, the high community activity in shifting cultivation activities by cutting and burning forests around the Buffer Area which is currently a trend for some time can also jeopardize the regeneration power of Kombouw to grow and develop both in primary and secondary forests. The attack on pests and diseases is a natural factor that is also likely to occur. Amarasca bigutulla bigutullaa is an important sucking pest of the okra crop. An experimental study was conducted during 2018 to check the comparative toxicity of nitenpyrem and neem oil against jassid under okra field conditions (Sajid et al 2021). Antoh and Raunsay (2019) need to preserve the Cycloop nature reserve with biodiversity through the development of a yard landscape to reduce pressure on the land. This condition encourages people to be more careful about the future of this wood in the future.

**Kombouw Preservation**

The kombouw tree has a high regeneration power when compared to other plant species around the Cycloops Buffer. Kombouw grows and reproduces using seeds. However, increasing land use can be a concern for this species. Therefore, Kombouw conservation activities also need to be accommodated by seeding and preparing planting sites for Kombouw conservation in the future. For this reason, from now on we must think about species that have an economic impact on the lives of local people, but there is also a need for in-depth studies to examine how these species can be cultivated in the future. Understanding the character of the species becomes important in conservation efforts of tree vegetation types (Baycheva et al. 2018).
Conclusion

Kombouw wood is a vegetation that has known benefits. It is necessary for the Kombouw Tree to be protected for its sustainability so that its use can be sustainable from generation to generation.
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